Brief introduction to the author
Tony Cronstam

Children’s book series
______________________________________________________________________
– We as parents need to be reminded of the things that are just crystal clear to kids. I’m
writing with that as my main perspective, where kids and adults are equally important,
sais Tony Cronstam on why he has created the characters Nunny And Willy.
Tony Cronstam has been a celebrated cartoonist since the nineties. He is an educated
illustrator most known for his comics about the life and struggle of turtle Elvis (20002014). Alongside his work as a children’s book author, Tony works as an illustrating
creator for Disney and Marvel.
In his children’s book series about Nunny & Willy there are four books available at the
moment.
Said about Tony’s work:
”The discussion and questions from the kids around this book was so great. A perfect way to talk about
our bodies in a non dramatic way.”– Åsa, a kindergarten teacher
”My son, 6 years old, thought this book was hilarious and he wants me to read it over and over. I, as an
adult, really appreciate that the story’s perspective is constantly changing and no stereotypes visible.
There is a great message wrapped up in all the fun. We just want more of this, so please Tony, get cracking
on the next one!”– Villivonkansbooks
”This gets all the thumbs up from the whole family. The kids and me could not stop laughing. Fun, norm
breaking and educational with lovely illustrations. JUST READ IT!” – Barnbokstipset
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